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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

NO CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT
For Transgenders
May 17, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:
Yesterday the American Resistance Party urged all patriots be aggressive in using the
10th Amendment’s authority and refusing Soetoro’s edict and tell him to stuff his
“transgender tyranny.” It is amusing to note that May 17th (today) is also the 62nd
anniversary of the bogus Supreme Court decision to unsegregate all schools because
of the bogus idea that the 14th Amendment forbade schools from being “separate but
equal.” This was pure hogwash!
“As a condition of re-joining the Union after the Civil War, former
Confederate states had to ratify what have become known as
the “Civil War” Amendments. The Thirteenth Amendment ended
slavery; the Fourteenth Amendment granted citizenship to and
protected the civil rights of former slaves; and the Fifteenth gave
adult black men the right to vote. Unfortunately, the
amendments alone proved insufficient to protect African
Americans’ rights.”
Source: billofrightsinstitute.org

The 14th Amendment DID segregated Blacks! It only gave voting rights to MALES.
“Clause 2: which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male
citizens twenty-one years of age in such State. It did not give voting rights to females!
Likewise Soetoro and the Supreme Court are full of “doggie do” demanding that
transgenders to be allowed into the girl’s restrooms. There’s no constitutional “God
given right” for transgenders! PERIOD!
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